Emergency Extraction Information for Aircraft
N91447

Aircraft Type: North American Navion
Registration: N91447
Pilot Name: Tanner Matheny
Electrical/Ignition System

N91447

Location: bottom and left of center on instrument panel

Battery / Alternator switches – push these down for OFF

Magneto Switch – turn this counterclockwise so the top of the switch is pointing all the way to the left (as shown)

Harness N91447

Lift up tab on top of buckle to release

Aircraft Type: North American Navion

Registration: N91447

Pilot Name: Tanner Matheny
**Ejection System N91447**
N/A

**Hazmat System N91447**
N/A

**Fuel System N91447**
Mixture location: Red knob, bottom and left of center on the instrument panel
Fuel selector location: on floor between front seats

Mixture: push on center button and pull back until it stops

Fuel selector: turn either direction to point aft

**Aircraft Type:** North American Navion
**Registration:** N91447
**Pilot Name:** Tanner Matheny
Canopy System
N91447

Turn latch (on top of canopy) to OPEN position, slide canopy aft

Aircraft Type: North American Navion
Registration: N91447
Pilot Name: Tanner Matheny